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Abstract

In the paper, for the schemes 1 and 2 with ordinary Poisson inputs, the
accumulation processes are introduced as a sum of waiting time of inputs for
time t. It is shown that as t → ∞, the introduced accumulation processes are
asymprorically normal. Principal terms of asymptotics for mean value and
variance of these accumation processes.

Let’s consider motion of particles sequentially numbered (clockwise) on n equidis-
tant points of a circle without overtaking.

Fix a point of a circle and denote by t1, t2, ..., tn, ..., sequential moments of pas-
sage of particles through this point. Poisson inputs of intensity λ arrive at this point.
The time past from the moment of input of arrivals to the system to the moment
when some particle crosses the fixed point is considered as waiting of inputs before
service. In place of efficiency index, a total time of waitings of inputs arriving on
the interval [0, t) for t →∞ is taken.

Scheme 1. Let’s consider a queueing system, wherein

0 < t1 < t2 < ... < tn < ...

sequential moments of passage of fixed point by the particles on the circle form a
stationary renewal process.

Denote η1 = t1, ηi = ti − ti−1, i = 2, 3, ... . Let η2, η3, ..., ηn, ... have the func-
tional distributions F (x) , F (+0) = 0. Then η1 has the functional distribution

x∫
0

1− F (t)
Eη

dt [1], where η is a random variable with functional distribution F (x).

Assume that F (x) corresponds non-lattice distribution.
Let arbitrary recurrent input independent on the moments of actual service arrive

for service. The time past from the arrival of input to the next service is assumed to
be input waiting time before the service. All inputs arriving on the interval [ti−1, ti)
are instantly provided at the actual service time ti.

The indicated model describes the functioning of the system with group service
(carriage of passengers, for example, by buses, underground, lifts and etc.) in a
simplified way.

The sequence η1, η2, ..., ηn, ... are independent equidistibuted random variables
with functional distirutions F (x). Let ordinary Poissin input of intensity λ arrive
for service. By Wi we denote a total time of waiting time of inputs arriving on the
interval ηi.

The time for waiting of inputs arriving for time t is one of effictiveness charac-
teristics of service. Therefore, investigation of accumulation process determined as
total time of input waiting arriving for time t is of interest.




